Airport ShuttleBus

(1) Airport shuttle bus in Xilinhot Airport

You can take the airport shuttle bus provided by the organizing committee. The distance from
Xilinhot airport to Xiwuqi is roughly 160 km. It will take around 2 hours from Xilinhot airport to
Xiwuqi by highway. The shuttle bus ticket price are: one way tickets 160RMB per seat, round
way tickets 320 RMB per person . If you bring your bike, you should pay extra 100 RMB(single
way) /150RMB(round way) for the bike.

Children Ticket: under 1.2 meter is for free (no seat);

-

Pick-up times from Xilinhot airport：

July 5 and July 6 : there will be 2 buses departs from Xilinhot airport at7:35 （for CA1109）and
20:40（for KN2965), that send people to Xiwuqi hotel

July 7: as the same two busses as mentioned above on July 5, plus a 3rd bus option that
departs from Xilinhot airport at 12:30 to pick up the passengers who will take the flight from
Hohhot. The bus brings people to Xiwuqi hotel

NOTE: the shuttle bus for CA1109/ KN2965 will wait until the flight arrived at Xilinhot airport, so
if the flight delay, you don’t need to contact us.

-

See-off to the airport：
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July 8: the bus departs from Xiwuqi hotel at 18:30, send people to Xilinhot airport to catch the
flight KN2966（to Beijing）

July 9 : there will be 3 buses , send passengers at 5:00 / 9:00 / 18:00 directly to Xilinhot airport.

July10: there will be 2 buses , send passengers at 5:00 / 9:00 directly to Xilinhot airport.

(2) Airport shuttle bus in Chifeng Airport

There is a direct flight MU2083 from Shanghai Pudong airport to Chifeng Airport. The most
convenient way for Participants from Shanghai is to choose this flight
. We will provide pick-up and see off service for this flight. The distance from Chifeng airport to
Xiwuqi is roughly 350 km. It will take around 5 hours from Chi feng airport to Xiwuqi by highway.

The shuttle bus ticket price are: one way tickets 300RMB per seat, round way tickets 500 RMB
per person Children Ticket: under 1.2 meter is for free (no seat).If you bring your bike, you
should pay extra 100 RMB(single way) /150RMB(round way) for the bike.

-

Pick-up from the airport：

July 6 and July 7 : We will send bus to pick up the passenger from MU2083 each day.

NOTE: the shuttle bus for MU2083 will wait until the flight arrived at Chifeng airport, so if the
flight delay, you don’t need to contact us.
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-

See-off to the airport：

July 9 and July 10 : We will send bus at 8:00 to see off the passenger to catch MU2084 each
day.
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